
Sit Back, Relax  

So: You want a little of that NCLB/R2T-legislated low-income public school money?  
You’re sure, now; you’re willing to compete; you’re willing to jump through reform-specified 
hoops in order to gain both a national and theoretically philanthropic monetary support?  And 
(pay attention, now, this is important) in the process, you’ll let us help you care for low-income, 
culturally-different children?

Then close schools.  
Especially those schools filled with our nation’s poorest, and most often minority, 

children.
Close those frustratingly lowest-scoring and most loudly maligned, most aggressively 

labeled schools down.  And then, in the name of reform?  Send those inner-city, low-income, 
culturally-different kids – oh, who knows, across town.  Somewhere else.  That’s really not 
important.  Just get them out of this neighborhood.  

Because this neighborhood? 
Is slated for a high-finance, land-speculating, enticingly-lucrative regentrification. 
Or hadn’t you noticed?
(Go ahead, look around.)
Oh.  You’re not sure; you think it’s not, maybe, a good idea to simply, quietly and 

indifferently close deeply-rooted, democratically-public, inclusively-integrated and culturally-
protective schools, and, in doing so – through the subsequent creation of all-student-inclusive-
school deserts – mortally destabilize low-income communities?  

Well.  
Oh, certainly we can pretend that we’re listening.  
We can even pretend to hear your concerns. 
But.  Go ahead, now – watch.  
Watch as, each year more aggressively, we publicly denigrate your low-income, low-

scoring schools.  Humiliate them.  Embarrass them.  Harass them.  Give them, in the name of a 
“competitive” motivation, a highly publicized and loudly touted “failing” grade.  Watch as 
(utilizing bucketloads of our outsider financing as the means to generate gigantic billboards, 
television commercials, school-grade websites, full-length movies and newspaper or radio ads) 
we circulate a never-ending flow of negative statistical evidence about these schools, including 
their pretty much guaranteed (and thus endlessly derided) unacceptable scores.	
  

Year after year.  
After year.  
Watch as, then, we oh-so-cleverly convince you and the nation at large:
That test scores tell the whole story.
That test scores are all that you (or anyone who cares about children) need to see.
And you?  
Gosh, you just sit on back there; go ahead now, get comfortable.  
Watch as, so very publicly, we call out – showing our outrage; telling everyone how 

much we care about and stand for children – well, watch as, uncompromisingly?  We demand yet 
another invasive redesign, yet another destabilizing reorganization, yet another chaotically 
deregulated (but oh-so-remunerative) reform for buildings which, waving our endlessly 
accumulated test scores, we now hold up to the nation as being clearly and indisputably bad.



Watch as, disinterestedly, we force out massive numbers of loyal, long-term- experienced 
employees.  Watch as, strategically, we publish the fact that we are firing bad employees, 
knowing that you won’t be able to see through the ever thickening smoke where we’ve hidden 
the fact that – well, due to those annoying old-fashioned, honored-employee contracts carrying 
the guarantee of due process?  We are simply force-moving most of these now crushingly 
maligned teachers to yet another soon-to-be-abused, next-in-line-to-be-reorganized-invaded-or-
closed school.  A school where we can, then, turn around?

And immediately reblame these very same educators for the unacceptable scores  now 
being produced inside their latest reform invaded and chaotically managed buildings.

Watch as, ruthlessly shuffling teachers around, we publicly isolate and blame them for 
being additionally problematic; watch as we plow them under as they struggle under the stigma 
of being not simply bad, but placed.  Watch as, in our response to the nationally modeled 
vilification of teachers and their hard-won union protections, we create freshly imperative 
evaluation laws: invasive laws of assessment which, as they are both arbitrarily and vindictively 
implemented, might help us to more aggressively label loudly-opinionated, student-protective 
teachers as being the modern-day “unmatched.”

And thus make them finally and truly:
Firable.
Watch as, then, state by state, city by city, district by district – methodically we deploy 

our massive outsider-money advertising campaigns in the effort to encourage citizens to continue 
their mindless support for our now decade-old attempt at not only blaming these teachers?  But 
inflexibly dismantling their self-serving, child-hating unions.  Watch as, throttling their power, 
we belittle them, harass them, censure them, fire them...

And, ultimately?  
Silence them. 
(Golly.  You don’t want to hear what they’ve been saying.)
Watch as, then, after loudly asserting that students matter; after vociferously arguing that 

we are standing for children; after adamantly claiming that we are putting students first; after 
insistently maintaining that parents who care must continue to pull the trigger; after unbendingly 
contending that those who are truly concerned must step up and demand an additional succession 
of deregulated choice school transformations:

Well, watch as strategically?
We cover our ears.  	

Watch as, never stopping or slowing, we refuse any recognition of the anguish created 

when teachers, students and community members struggle to tell us not to invade, destabilize and 
close their local student-and-culture-protective neighborhood buildings.  Watch as we pretend 
not to notice how often we have been asked to discontinue our shocking abuse of loyally 
hardworking and long-term dedicated employees.

Watch as, conversely?
	
 We call upon a massively funded publicity to loudly and mercilessly malign, humiliate, 
denigrate, and ultimately ignore anyone – anyone at all – who cries out to tell us no, no, no.   


